
  

 
  
Inspire the Next Generation 
            
     “If I know someone out there is supporting me,  
        then I have more motivation to pursue law.”          - 2021 Student Law Academy Scholar 
 
 

Student Law Academy’s Mission 
Student Law Academy (“SLA”) aspires to serve as a future pipeline to diversify Kansas City’s legal community. 
Its mission is to provide underserved urban high school students, who would not otherwise have the 
opportunity, meaningful exposure to careers in the legal profession and a broad overview of the justice system. 
 

Mentor Student Law Academy Scholar 
SLA depends on local law professionals in the Kansas City community to provide a meaningful mentorship for 
each SLA Scholar. Each Scholar has an interest in the law and many questions about the reality of studying 
and practicing law. The time commitment is minimal, with the opportunity for you to build a lasting professional 
relationship with your Scholar. 
 

Commitment: Review the Mentor Guide to learn about your expected commitment. 
 

Provide a Job Shadow Opportunity 
SLA has developed a multi-year program for Scholars, with the second year including the opportunity to job 
shadow the legal profession. Volunteer to allow two SLA Scholars to shadow you and/or others in your office.   
 

Commitment: Review the Job Shadow Host Guide to learn about your expected commitment. Facilitate a job 
shadow experience for two Scholars in July for one week. Email your interest to apply@kcmbf.org.   
 

Sponsor Student Law Academy 
SLA is possible due to the generosity of the Kansas City legal and nonprofit communities. With your support, 
we are able to ensure Scholars are paid for their time. Materials are provided to ensure each Scholar can 
participate fully in the program regardless of their socio-economic status.  
 
Commitment: View the 2022 SLA Sponsorship levels to sign up! 
 

 
Learn more at kcmbf.org/sla. 

 
          

                  Have questions? 
                 Email us at apply@kcmbf.org. 
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